2021 Chapter Awards

Tau Beta Pi, the Engineering Honor Society, announces the 2021 Chapter Project and Chapter Excellence Awards.

The Chapter Project Award is presented to a chapter for outstanding performance and project accomplishment. Chapters who have won three years in a row are denoted by asterisks and will receive a $500 scholarship. The number of projects completed by each chapter is in parentheses.

*AL E- University of South Alabama (34)
  AK A- University of Alaska Fairbanks (8)
*AR A- University of Arkansas (34)
*CA E- University of California Los Angeles (46)
*CA Ψ- University of California San Diego (121)
CA AB- University of California Riverside (35)
CA AT- San Francisco State University (34)
IL A- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (19)
IL Δ- Bradley University (15)
*IA A- Iowa State University (141)

The Chapter Excellence Award is presented to a chapter who scored well in all seven areas of chapter performance. Chapters who received a score of 100 points or more are denoted by an asterisk to signify with distinction.

AL A- Auburn University
*AL E- Univ. of South Alabama
AK A- Univ. of Alaska Fairbanks
*AZ D- Embry-Riddle Univ., Prescott
AR A- Univ. of Arkansas
*CA H- San Jose State University
*CA Ψ- UC San Diego
*CA AB- UC Riverside
*CO B- UC Boulder
CO D- Colorado State Univ.
FL Γ- Univ. of South Florida
GA A- Georgia Inst. of Tech.
*IL A- Univ. of IL at Urbana-Champaign
*IA A- Iowa State University

LA A- Louisiana State Univ.
MD B- University of Maryland
*MI Γ- University of Michigan
MO E- Saint Louis University
NV B- Univ. of Nevada Las Vegas
*NJ B- Rutgers University
*NM B- Univ. of New Mexico
*NY Γ- Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
NY O- SUNY at Stony Brook
NY II- Rochester Inst. of Tech.
NY P- NYU Tandon
*NC A- NC State Univ.
*OH B- University of Cincinnati
OH Γ- Ohio State University
OH D- Ohio University
OH E- Cleveland State University
*OH Θ- University of Dayton
*OH I- Ohio Northern University
OH K- University of Akron
OH M- Wright State University
*OH N- Cedarville University
OH Ξ- Miami University
OK Γ- Oklahoma State University
TN A- University of Tennessee
TX Z- Lamar University
TX Θ- Univ. of Texas at El Paso
*TX N- Univ. of TX Rio Grande Valley
VA Γ- Old Dominion University
VA E- Virginia Commonwealth
WV A- West Virginia Univ.
*WI A- Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison
WI Γ- Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
*WI D- Milwaukee School of Eng’g

**TBΠ 2021**

Tau Beta Pi encourages its members and officers to visit the member website (https://www.tbp.org/off/convAwards21.cfm) and read the project report summaries.

Tau Beta Pi is The Engineering Honor Society, founded at Lehigh University in 1885. With 251 collegiate chapters and 47 active alumni chapters, it has initiated nearly 618,000 members in its 136-year history and is the world’s largest engineering society. See https://www.tbp.org/ or contact Kailey Churchill (kchurchill@tbp.org) for more details.